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     Last year’s weather was outstanding for fruit growers. It was also great for insects. For example, many of us 
were surprised by how many apples and pears were hit by codling moth compared to past years. What to do this 
year? Unless our summer is uniformly cool and wet (not even one hot, dry day!), our harvests will be insect 
damaged. 
 
     Codling Moth (CM): Defense against CM must start early. We plan to spray our apple trees with 
Surround®, a kaolin clay, immediately after petal fall in April and again within 7 to 10 days. Then we plan to 
thin fruitlets to one per cluster and further, to 6 inches apart on limbs. Finally we will install treated maggot 
barriers* before fruitlets reach dime size and finish by May 15. Note this is before the “June drop” and golf ball 
size fruitlets. We will start at the top of the tree where the best fruit will be and work down. All unprotected, 
lower fruit will be removed—yes, this is hard to do. Google “wsu hortsense” for chemicals.  
 
     Apple Maggot (AM):  Thinning fruitlets and installing maggot barriers by June 1 should result in maggot 
free apples and Asian pears. The earliest we have trapped AM at our site in SE Seattle is May 26 so in the 
unlikely event that this summer is also warm and dry, perhaps try to finish your maggot barrier installation in 
May as you should anyway for CM defense. Google “wsu hortsense” for chemicals. 
 
     Stink Bug Alert: The brown marmorated stink bug (BMSB), a terrible pest of fruit, will invade our area one 
of these years. It is spreading north from Portland and is being spotted more and more frequently in Pierce Co. It 
is hard to kill with insecticides, untreated maggot barriers are no deterrent and worse, it likes to overwinter in 
attics. Google “wsu fs079e” for a fact sheet. Squish on sight! Google “wsu hortsense” and click on Apple. 
 
     Another pest stinker seen here last summer is the southern green stink bug, Nezara viridula. The adult is hard 
to distinguish from our native green stink bug, a minor pest, but the immatures are unique--a shiny black, round 
bug with rows of white dots on its back. They were found on ripe blackberries and tomatoes last year. Squish on 
sight and let us know if you see them so we can tell the WA department of ag. 
 
     Spotted Wing Drosophila (SWD): Established here since 2009, this vinegar fly is primarily a pest of 
cherries, figs and small fruits like raspberries, day neutral straws and blueberries. Our defense is to pick early 
and often, like daily. We also use two different appearing picking containers, one for keepers and one for burial.  
Google “wsu fs049e) for a fact sheet. Google  “wsu.hortsense” and click on Small Fruit for chemicals. 
 
     Apple and Pear Scab:  These are two different fungi but cause similar problems on fruit. Cool, damp 
springs as well as maggot barrier installation enhance their development. Perhaps someday maggot barriers can 
be treated with a fungicide which will protect the new skin of apples long enough for them to develop their 
protective wax. Spray apples and pears at pre pink, petal fall and 2 weeks after with lime sulfur (hard to find) or 
Immunox. Google “wsu.hortsense” and click on Tree Fruit for more chemical information. 
 
* Treated Maggot Barriers: Google “home orchard society surround” for an informative story on treating 
maggot barriers with Surround to repel CM infestation. We have tried this and found it to be very effective. 
However dipping maggot barriers in a Surround solution is not on the product’s label and therefore is considered 
to be an illegal use. A workaround is to carry a little spray bottle of the Surround solution, shake it occasionally 
and spray each maggot barrier as it is installed on a fruitlet (i.e., a spray application is legal). 
 
     Comments:  We can help ourselves by growing cultivars which are more resistant to diseases and pests. For 
instance, Spartan apple seems to be more resistant to both AM and CM. McIntosh apples and their crosses tend 
to be more resistant to AM, while Cox apples and their crosses tend to be less so.  Some apples and pears, new 
and old, are resistant to scab. Pear trellis rust which makes orange splotches on pear leaves requires an alternate 
host, most juniper species—choose pears or choose junipers. Hawthorns and ornamental crab apples harbor 
infestations of both AM and CM, another choice.  A trio of bantam hens under your fruit trees will reduce most 
insect pests including even stink bugs.  Maggot barriers may be available for purchase at VIFC meetings. A mail 
order form is at the STFS website, www.seattletreefruitsociety.com, available only thru June 30. 
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